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Abstract

The current thesis aims to identify the presence of discrimination effecting intersectional

women, focusing on the intersection of gender identity (cisgender versus transgender) and

ethnicity (Swedish versus Arabic) in the recruitment process, in relation to two job positions of

kindergarten teacher and kindergarten principal. Additionally, we aim to investigate the social

cognition stereotypes regarding warmth and competence associating with that intersection.

Furthermore, Intersectionality is adopted as a conceptual framework for deciphering

discrimination targeting intersectional women. In order to investigate the proposed research

questions, a mixed-design quantitative experiment was conducted. The results indicate the

presence of significant discrimination against transgender women in comparison with cisgender

women with respect to perceived employability for the kindergarten teacher position. Results

further indicate the lack of significant interactive effect of gender identity and ethnicity on both

job positions. Lastly, there was no significant evidence of group difference in stereotypes of

warmth and competence. Practical implications of the current results will be further discussed.
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Introduction

Presence of various forms of discrimination in the workplace has been the topic of an

extensive body of research in Industrial and Organizational Psychology. The perplexing

endeavor of decoding the underlying reasons for discrimination, manifestation of discrimination,

and activation of discrimination deduces defective hindering laws and policies. Battling with

discrimination is intricate and this intricacy is induced by the recent protective laws in

occupation settings that concealed the visible manifestations of the discrimination and ensued a

more subtle and covert form of discrimination which are found to be as important as the overt

form of discrimination (Jones, Peddie, Gilrane, King, & Gray, 2016).

As it is propounded by conceptualizations of discrimination in the workplace in law

studies, the decision-makers’ intention has a pivotal role. Disparate treatment doctrine has long

been dissecting intentional discrimination, conveying the direct form of discrimination where

otherwise equal individuals are treated differently due to their social group membership.

Meanwhile, the structural discrimination points to indirect form of discrimination whereby the

decision-maker shows no sign of intentional discrimination while enacting discriminatory

behavior (Green, 2003). The current study concerns the former as expounded in further sections.

The discriminating attitude may occur with conscious intent in which case it is referred to

as explicit, deliberate or overt discrimination; or it might happen without conscious intent and be

referred to as implicit, automatic or covert discrimination (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995). However,

the modality of how to perceive and measure implicit bias has been heavily disputed. Fiedler,

Messner, & Bluemke, (2006) along with other major concern on how the famous test of implicit

bias measurement work, state that there is no necessary association with preference or having

negative feeling about object and actual negative attitude. They question the logic of negative

“association = attitude” which in fact, is an underlying formula of how scientist estimate the

implicit bias and its implications. Additionally, tests that are designed to elicit the unconscious

tendencies are often entangled with various distracting stimulus that may disrupt the

measurement of what the test is designed to asses (Fiedler et al., 2006).

However, conducive to narrowing down the subjective of the current study, we aim to

investigate the presence of discrimination effecting women who live at the intersection of gender

identity and ethnicity in the recruitment process relative to two job positions of kindergarten

teacher and kindergarten principal. Stone and Wright (2013) posit that recruitment discrimination
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can be articulated as extenuating employment prospect whereby the employer refuse to further

continue the recruitment process based on the revealed attributes in the applicants’ applications

pertaining devalued and negatively stereotyped groups.

Various forms of discrimination are detected in the recruitment process. Gender

discrimination has a long history and a substantial body of research consistently found

discrimination against women in the recruitment process. For instance, women in China face

detrimental discrimination merely due to their gender stereotypes (Woodhams et al., 2009). On

the other hand, Sweden where the current research is initiated in, is well-known for its protective

discrimination laws which allows Swedish women to have equal opportunities as their male

counterparts. Although, an study revealed that academic lecturers in Sweden experience a

gender-neutral work setting in academia while the gender gap appears to be the internalized and

normalized gendered practices (Määttä & Lyckhage, 2011).

Non-European immigrants have been found to have significantly lower employment rate

in comparison to their European counterparts and native people of the residing country in

experiments where human capital factors and country-specific factors were controlled (Rydgren,

2004). Discrimination in the recruitment process has four potential mechanism including

statistical discrimination, taste-based discrimination, the network effect, and institutional

discrimination. Incapacitated immigration policies in workplaces hinder the advancement of the

protective ethnic policies relating to the fair qualification assessment and fair decision making

which result in institutional discrimination (Rydgren, 2004). Correspondingly, the network effect

is an acceptable policy whereby employers recruit familiar people. Statistical discrimination

stems from the stereotypical thinking thereby recruiters covertly discriminate against a group

regardless of their individual qualifications which convey that there are perceived differences on

the group level (e.g., Arabs) with respect to, e.g., productivity, and therefore an individual

member of that group (e.g., Arab job applicant) will be selected against (Rydgren, 2004). Lastly,

the taste-based discrimination is when the employer dismisses the possibility of recruiting certain

groups of people regardless of their qualification based on the employers’ dislike or prejudice

(Becker, 2010).

On the other hand, since the sense of belonging is essential to human survival, a

considerable body of research has studied the reaction to inclusion and exclusion of various

social groups. Although some research reported mixed responses to social rejection; yet, one
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common finding is the strong negative emotional reaction to being excluded from social groups

(K. D. Williams, 2007). Social rejection is associated with increased negative mood, decreased

self-esteem, decreased sense of control, decreased motivation, decreased fulfillment of basic

needs, increased levels of reporting pain and increased levels of social anxiety (K. D. Williams,

2007).

As advocated by Fiske (2000), modern bigots’ cognition differ from the cognition of

modern egalitarians but the motivation of both group is the same “not to seem prejudiced”.

Culture is interlaced with time. Importantly, culture dictates who is “us” and who are “others” at

any era of time (Fiske, 2000). Therefore, the experience of being in-group or out-group and the

sense of belonging is often impacted by culture. The amount of acceptable expressed prejudice

against certain groups is mandated by culture. Thus, the concept of discrimination is fluid and

dependent on location, culture and time. However, some general principals were found to operate

similarly in most cultures (Fiske, 2000).

Background

Ethnicity: Ethnic minorities face diverse types of inequalities in the European labor

market, which result in economic disparities (Darity & Nembhard, 2000). One source of

inequality can be discrimination. American National Research Council (2004) enunciates that

unequal conducts concerning ethnic and racial minorities in comparison to their ethnic majority

counterparts ensue unequal career-related opportunities. Covert forms of discrimination are not

facile to detect; albeit with, researchers sometimes found evidence of ethnic discrimination

occurrence in labor market. For instance in Sweden (Carlsson & Rooth, 2007), and evidence of

statistical discrimination in Germany (Kaas & Manger, 2012).

Abundant research today substantiates existing ethnic discrimination. Nevertheless,

employers oftentimes report the compelling effect of their ‘gut-feeling’ on hiring decision. Gut-

feeling is, indeed, an emanation of one’s implicit biases. Results of prior research demonstrate

the entity of plain ethnic discrimination among employers. The findings indicate that employers

hold a striking negative implicit attitude toward Arab-Muslims in comparison to their native

Swede counterparts and Arab-Muslims were implicitly typed as the less productive group

(Agerström & Rooth, 2009).
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An experimental study concerning discrimination against male Arabic names disclosed

high frequency of enacted discrimination while demonstrating that discrimination happens with

greater frequency when the recruitment’s agent is male and when the firm has the portion of

male employees exceeding 35 percent (Carlsson & Rooth, 2007). While most studies probing

ethnic discrimination in the recruitment process contain a mix-gendered or merely male agenda,

we propose the agenda of the current study concerning the gender of our applicants portrayed in

the designed fictitious CVs to be merely about women.

Gender identity: While prevailing society’s narratives impose subjection to the binary of

male and female gender identity and endorse the consonance of the sex assigned at birth and the

gender identity; transgender individuals diverge. Since significant part of how one is viewed,

what is expected of them and what values, norms, and beliefs are considered appropriate for

them is entrenched in the society based on whether one is born the binary of female or male, the

deviation of gender identity enacted by transgender individuals is substantial in their life

experience (Butler, 1990).

Most societies indoctrinate adherence to the normative gender binary from an early age.

Foremost, families and schools prompt the binary morale and then it is internalized, reinforced,

and further reconfirmed at any incident, thereby one present themselves in the society. Gender

binary roles are so immensely embedded in the society that it is exhibited in the simple everyday

choices like clothing. Consequently, society tends to overtly defend the binary construct which

runs interference for the discrimination against transgender people (Seidman, 1996).

“Transgender” is an umbrella term considered to delineate all individuals whose gender

identity and gender expression is inconsistent with the sex assigned to them at birth (Terry

Altilio & Otis-Green, 2011). While some transgender individuals identify as the opposite gender

binary, others may adopt degrees of masculinity, femininity, or a non-binary manner.

Transgender individuals are significantly understudied and most existing research are done with

qualitative methods (Singh & Shelton, 2011). Transgender people are regarded as a vulnerable

group. The history of overt violence and flagrant contempt and discrimination against

transgender people is abhorrent. For instance, life-long victimization (FRA – European Union

Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2014).

Research indicates that the society inversely holds a more positive attitude toward

transgender men relative to transgender women; because they are associated with male privilege
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(Schilt, 2006). Schilt (2006) found that transgender men receive more positive appraisals after

the transition, are treated better, and are respected more while the extent of it varies with body

attributes, race or ethnicity. Venturing to understand the layer of hiring discrimination against

transgender individuals; Van Borm & Baert (2018) detected that some forms of prejudice

partially pertain to the health issues of transgender individuals. Ozeren (2014) corollary of a

systematic review on existing research discerns that LGBTQ discrimination in work

environments’ themes are the issue of ‘coming out,’ corporates encounter with LGBTQ employee

groups, the effect of discrimination on business outcomes such as productivity and the wage gap.

Meanwhile, the LGBTQ acronym portrays that all sexuality/gender minorities are

fundamentally resembling the same essence, research debilitates such interpretation (Köllen,

2016). LGBTQ minority is a diverse group. Notably, specific to the workplace, it is ascertained

that the transgender employees face rather essential and severe challenges in comparison to

lesbian, gay, and bisexual employees (Köllen, 2016). For instance, the health care systems as a

workplace was found to associate with gender identity discrimination. LGBTQ physicians

reported receiving poor education pertaining to gender identity. Consequently, they reported a

high rate of discriminatory behaviors from their heterosexual colleagues including getting denied

referrals, being physically and verbally harassed and being isolated at work (Eliason, Dibble, &

Robertson, 2011).

The intersection of gender and ethnicity has been studied in various manners. Two

studies based in Finland examined the effect of ethnic position in the local ethnic hierarchy on

the discrimination intersectional individuals face in both skilled jobs and semi-skilled jobs.

Results of one study indicate that the majority group is more likely to be employed compared to

their minority counterparts (Liebkind, Larja, & Brylka, 2016). Meanwhile, some studies imply

that the amount of ethnic discrimination sometimes depends on one’s gender. For instance, it was

indicated in the second study that ethnic men experience greater discrimination comparing to

ethnic women (Liebkind et al., 2016). Other studies reached inconclusive mixed results. For

example, some studies convey Arabic women were more likely to be employed when their work

experience in their CVs are enhanced comparing to Arabic men. Meantime, Arab men

experience significantly lower employment chance even with the enhancement of their CV (Arai,

Bursell, & Nekby, 2016). These findings indicate that the effect of intersecting gender and

ethnicity can be mixed. Verily, Ghavami and Peplau (2013) discerned that culturally held
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stereotypes about people living in the intersection of gender and ethnicity consist of distinct

features which cannot be elucidated by summation of gender stereotypes and ethnicity

stereotypes together.

Stereotype Content Model: In order to accomplish the aim of investigating the social

cognition stereotypes regarding warmth and competence associating with the intersection of

gender identity and ethnicity, we decided to utilize the Stereotype Content Model as a theoretical

framework. Generally, Stereotype is defined as associating social groups with certain attributes

(Greenwald et al., 2002). Research demonstrate the primary trace people perceive from one

another decisively relies on two dimension of social cognition, warmth and competence, which

will eventuate the stereotypes while variously combined (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002).

The Stereotype Content Model (SCM) is a theoretical framework (Fiske et al., 2002) that

is enhanced (Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007) in consideration of unraveling the interpersonal

experiences resulted from different possible combinations of the socio-structural dimensions of

warmth and competence. The given combination of warmth and competence attributed to a

group of people with common social identity such as transgender people is the overall perceived

social cognition of that group. Fiske et al., (2002) contend on the first encounter of two

individuals, one appraises the goals of the other and estimates the ability of the other to

accomplish them. If the goals of the two are rivalry, one perceives the other as to be less warm,

and if the one estimates the other as capable of attaining the goal, the perception of competence

will increase.

The cognition of warmth dimension is activated by perceived intent (benevolent versus

malicious) of the ‘other.’ The traits attributed to the dimension of warmth are friendliness,

helpfulness, sincerity, trustworthiness, and morality. The cognition of competence dimension is

activated by the perceived ability of the ‘other’ in attaining their goal. The traits attributed to the

dimension of competence are intelligence, skill, creativity, and efficacy (Fiske et al., 2007).

Research illustrates that warmth cognition happens prior to competence cognition; since from the

revolutionary perspective, one’s survival is ultimately contingent on the other’s intent (Fiske et

al., 2007).

Fiske et al., (2007) strongly believes that social cognitions ensue stereotypes; and,

emotions will mediate the stereotype taking the form of behavior (discrimination). The

Stereotype Content Model asserts that employing a stereotypical mindset stems from the
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perception of warmth and competence happening in the initial encounter with others (Fiske et al.,

2002). One that is perceived as warm and competent will elicit positive behaviors, and one that is

perceived as less warm and less competent will elicit negative behaviors. The other combinations

of warmth and competence (e.g., high on warmth and low on competence) elicit ambivalent

reactions (Fiske et al., 2007).

Fiske et al. (2007), posit that the outgroup prejudice is not merely antipathy but

oftentimes ambivalent; indicating the outgroups are viewed as hostile, untrustworthy, disgusting,

stupid, and unmotivated. The social groups fall into the ambivalent perception quadrants, if their

members are perceived high on one dimension and low on the other. For instance, female

professionals and minority professionals are perceived as competent but cold, eliciting the envy

and jealousy (Fiske et al., 2007).

An exhaustive field experiment regarding stereotypes associating with Arab job

applicants denotes substantial discrimination, thereby Arab applicants are less likely to receive

an interview invitation in comparison to their Swede counterpart. The findings necessitate Arab

applicants’ CVs to represent assertively higher levels of both warmth and competence comparing

to a Swede applicant applying for the same position to have the equal chance of employment

(Agerström, Björklund, Carlsson, & Rooth, 2012).

It is imperative to consider that the traditional consensus of a group includes people who

share a goal. Correspondingly, when the person who is perceived to be ‘outgroup’ follows a

differing goal in comparison to people who are perceived to be ‘ingroup’, they are associated

with negative emotions in the perceivers’ views. When the goals of the ingroup people and

outgroup people are in vivid competition, the outgroup individuals are perceived to be unfriendly

and untrustworthy (lack of warmth), and when there is an alignment between the goals of two

social groups, individuals are perceived to be friendly and trustworthy (presence of warmth)

(Fiske et al., 2007). On the other hand, the perception of competence is corollary of the judged

person or group’s status, such as prestigious jobs or economic success. The two dimensions of

warmth and competence account for the judgments included in 82% of everyday behavior (Fiske

et al., 2007).

Intersectionality: In an attempt to decipher the presence of discrimination against women

living on the intersection of gender identity and ethnicity in the recruitment process, we decided

to adopt the intersectionality as a conceptual framework. The current study aims to investigate
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four groups that are shaped by the combination of ethnicity and gender identity. Namely;

Transgender Arab woman, cisgender Arab woman, Transgender Swedish woman, and cisgender

Swedish woman.

The term “intersectionality” is coined by Kimberlé Crenshaw (1989), a legal feminist, to

address discrimination against black women in legislation. Crenshaw (1989) believes that black

women experience of discrimination is unique; depicting there are two forms of discrimination

as suppression levers for black women while one is race-related, and the other is gender-related.

Furtherance of the intersectionality theory cultivated the limitation of singular analytical

category while there exists the category of gender in the analyses (Crenshaw, 1991; Hill Collins,

2002).

Intersectionality is embedded in Queer theory. Queer theory postulates that gender is a

spectrum, and identity is a continuum of possible compounds (Seidman, 1996). According to

queer theory; what a person manifest as their identity is intersectional and identities intersect

since one exhibit more than one “identity component” such as gender, race, and others (Seidman,

1996). Intersectionality thrived from feminism, introducing the category of ‘women’ as

diversification of concurrently existing and overlapping identities emerged in political contexts

with the aim of solidarity (Mohanty, 2003).

Intersectionality theory speculates that gender, sexuality, class and race/ethnicity are

engendered in the public sphere designating in citizenship and employment whereby

race/ethnicity inequality stems from the organization of citizenship (Mohanty, 2003). The reality

of modern workplace environments is entangled with cultural diversity; because, the socio-

political discourse of the current time demands. The extent to which employees with stigmatized

identities are exposed to negative judgment is increased during the cultural assimilation process

in corporates. Albeit, identities most often do not function in solitude and intersectionality can

potentially be the regnant narrative of inequality in the workplace while still facing a dearth of

quantitative research.

Notwithstanding, scholars deliberate about intersectionality deducing that as the minority

status multiplies, the accessibility of social resources declines (Hill Collins, 2015). As mentioned

above, discrimination against people with merely single dimension stigmatized identity has been

evidenced in previous research, and current research contributes to the advancement of the body

of research concerning the intersections of multiple stigmatized identities in the recruitment
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process by conducting an experimental mixed design examination where group characteristics

are experimentally manipulated. While as evidenced above, most research concerning

transgender individuals, whether intersectional or not, are qualitative and focused on interviews,

current study is a quantitative attempt for investigating the actual discrimination from the

employer standpoint.

Aims and scope of the present thesis

As displayed in the background section, the research on the subject of discrimination

considering transgender individuals is far from conclusive. Most importantly, there is a dearth of

quantitative research regarding both transgender individuals and intersectional woman. In light

of existing theoretical frameworks and research, coupled with the novel group combinations

examined in the current thesis, we found it difficult to formulate any explicit hypotheses. Instead,

we formulated a set of research questions, which we aim to address:

 RQ1. How does a job applicant's ethnicity (Arabic versus Swedish) combine with gender

identity (transgender versus cisgender) affect perceptions of warmth and competence,

respectively?

 RQ2. Does being Arabic (versus Swedish) and being transgender (versus cisgender)

produce an additive, negative effect on job applicants perceived employability, or do

ethnicity and gender identity interact, such that being transgender has a less negative

impact on perceived employability for Arabic applicants?

 RQ3. Do the effect of ethnicity and gender identity on perceived employability differ for

job positions that require different levels of warmth and competence (here, the

kindergarten teacher versus kindergarten principal positions)?

We adopted the intersectionality concept which stems from feminism affinities. Regardless

of regular methods exerted in feminism and gender studies, we conducted a quantitative study

customary to Popperian science (Gorton, 2012). The novelty of the current study lies in the

pursued method being an experimental design. As it is highlighted in the background section,

most studies concerning gender identity which illustrate the perceived discrimination are

qualitative. In contrast, the current thesis is an experimental quantitative study focusing on the

actual discrimination against four combinations of gender identity and ethnicity in the
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recruitment process: Transgender Arab Woman, Cisgender Arab Woman, Transgender Swede

Woman, and Cisgender Swede Woman. The current study aims to contribute to the body of

research battling discrimination in the workplace, specifically in the recruitment process.

Methodology

Sample

Prior to the data collection, using the software Gpower, the sample size was decided

based on power analysis. with the desired power=0.8, alpha=0.05 and the effect size as medium

(f=0.25), we needed a total sample size of 269. Since by scrutinizing previous research on the

discrimination in workplace context we can discern that detecting discriminatory biases is not

effortless and most research battle with small effect sizes; Thus, we decided to aim for a medium

effect size but with a high power to increase the capacity of achieving a replicable result.

The study involved random online sampling and analyzing of three research questions to

investigate potential discrimination in the recruitment process. The raw sample consisted of 462

set of answers. The designed website was programmed to generate a unique ID for each IP

address. Therefore, 42 participants were dropped from the raw data due to the duplicated answers,

which means that they were collected from the same IP. The duplication may be related to more

than one person trying from one device or participants might click the “submit” button multiple

times because of the network delay. The duplicated answers with same IP address were not

considered as validated and thus we removed these answers from the database. Rest of the

collected data remained intact.

The revised data sample we used for the current study consisted of 420 participants of

which 172 (41%) were male, and 233 (55%) were female. The remaining participants did not

specify their gender or marked themselves as “prefer not to indicate.” Participants’ age ranged

from 18 to 60. The distribution of age in the study is containing 41% up to age 25(n = 172), 33%

ages from 26 to 30 (n = 140), 16% ages from 31 to 35 (n = 66), 7% ages from 36 to 40 (n = 31),

and the remaining 3% ages from 41 to 60 (n = 11). The breakdown of participants’ employment

status in the study display 46% student, 40% employed, 8% unemployed, and 6% marked

themselves as “other.”

Design
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In order to investigate the main effects of the various manipulations of gender identity

and ethnicity, we designed an experimental study. The design of the current thesis is a mixed-

design experimental study whereby we tested the mean differences between two independent

groups (ethnicity and gender identity) and subjected the respondents to repeated measures. The

experiment consisted of ethnicity and gender identity as two between-subjects variables that are

manipulated and job position as one within-subjects variable. The dependent variables include

“warmth”, “competence”, and “employability” which were all measured by self-developed scales.

Specifically, the dependent variable “employability” was measured for both kindergarten teacher

position and kindergarten principal position. Thus, in total, we have four dependent variables.

The mixed design experiment allows us to further generalize the findings to the target groups

while reducing the errors such as confounder effects to the minimum.

The rationale for using two different job position which function of one is primarily

warmth and the other is competence is that as represented in the background the two dimensions

of warmth and competence are perceived by others on the first encounter. Additionally, the

different combination of how groups are perceived on the warmth index and competence index

gives us a thorough understanding of how possible stereotypes and prejudice toward that certain

group is formed and how do they function. Therefore, to receive a clear result we decided to

chose occupations with clear cut on the index of warmth and competence. The gender stereotype

associated with each of the job positions is further discussed.

With the emphasis on the within-group diversity of people living on the intersection of

gender identity and ethnicity, we do not aim to generalize the result to all transgender women but

to whom only recounting the context of our experiment; namely the recruitment experience of

transgender women residing in Europe regarding the two positions of managerial and educators

in early education institutions. A detailed description of the experiment is provided in the

following sections.

Materials

In pursuance of assessing the intersectional discrimination of ethnicity and gender

identity in the recruitment process, we managed to assemble four fake CVs incorporated with

four cover letters regarding four types of the candidates: Arab-transgender woman, Arab-

cisgender woman, Swede-transgender woman, and Swede-cisgender woman (see Appendix A, B,
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C, D). Additionally, two filler CVs (see Appendix E, F) were designed for signaling disability

and being a senior citizen, in direction of distracting the participants from anticipating the

purpose of the experiment.

The information presented in the four main CVs are mostly identical. Nevertheless, we

used distinct picture for each CV. The cover letter sections, placed on the bottom of the CVs are

of two kind: identical cover letters for transgender women signaling being a transgender and,

identical cover letters for cisgender candidates without the signal. Additionally, we used identical

names for two Arab candidates and identical names for Swede applicants. The rationale for using

the same name for candidates is supported by the finding of research accentuating the existence

of ‘name’ effects on hiring decisions (Mehrabian, 1990). Rest of the information in all four main

CVs are the same. However, in order to minimize the risk of participants’ anticipation of

suitability based on the work experience and education, it is clearly stated in the welcome page

(see Appendix G) that all candidates meet the formal requirements regarding experience and

education and that the main concern is the personal characteristics indicated in the cover letters.

Previous research found that recruiters hold implicit attractiveness bias (Hosoda,

Stone‐Romero, & Coats, 2003). Therefore, in order to reduce the impact of the different levels of

attractiveness, we used four different versions of the same picture (see Appendix H) for the

experimentally manipulated CVs. All the pictures used in experimentally manipulated CVs and

the other two pictures used in filler CVs are generated by AI1. The pictures were edited in four

versions to signal the stereotypes regarding being Swedish, Arabic, transgender, and cisgender

group characteristics. Conducive to distract the participants from the real aim of the study, we

decided to indirectly signal the attributes of the candidates. On the part of making the picture for

transgender woman candidates, we rendered to the stereotypes linked to ‘non-passing’

transgender women (see Appendix A, C).

Specifically, we used the application FaceApp Pro for editing the basic photo. This

application gives already-ready options that can boost the illusion one desires to make. First of

all, we closed the lips and give all candidates a closed-lips smile. Secondly, we manipulated the

color of the skin to give a “whiter” shade to the Swede candidates and more of a non-white shade

to Arab candidates. The hair color for Swede candidates were chosen to be blonde and the hair

color for the Arab candidates were chosen to be black. We chose the straight hair style for our

1 Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) used in the web-based application: https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/

https://thispersondoesnotexist.com/
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cisgender candidates and curly hair style for the transgender candidates. Importantly, for making

the stereotypical non-passing transgender woman picture, all face parts including eyes, eyebrows,

nose and lips are the same as they are for the cisgender photos, but we used different makeup

filters. With the help of the application we chose, we had the opportunity to give the picture a

shade of beards and then apply an additional makeup filter. The combination of the multiple

filters and curly hair made a perfect illusion that matched our goal.

In contemplation of making applicants’ CVs, we decided to choose an occupation that is

both perceived as feminine and is female dominated. Working in positions relating to elementary

schools and teaching positions is linked to female stereotypes (White & White, 2006) and

teaching is detected to be a female-dominated occupation (C. L. Williams, 2012). The underlying

mechanism may indicate the nexus acceding the feminine, nurturing and caregiving roles of

entanglement with children and motherhood. Thus, one of the positions we select is kindergarten

teacher. Further, we decided to add a managerial position to our chosen non-managerial position

of kindergarten teacher.

In pursuance of nullifying the possible confounders imposed by differing occupations, we

decided to choose a managerial position in the same occupation. Thus, the second position we

selected is kindergarten principal. The rationale for using two different positions was that we

aim to examine if perceived employability of the combined group characteristics varies as a

function of whether the job position is primarily warmth (kindergarten teacher) versus

competence (kindergarten principal) oriented. Furthermore, previous research demonstrates the

lower validity and reliability of data collected regarding sensitive issues if the method contains a

face-to-face and physical encounter with participants; because of the inflation effect of ‘being

known’ on the increase of false answers (Bale, 1979). Thus, in order to increase the validity and

reliability of the data, we decided to collect the data online without obtaining any tracking

information of the participants.

A website2 using React framework were coded using JavaScript in order to collect the

data online. It was designed that the website randomizes the four experimentally manipulated

CVs and randomly assigns one in combination with the two filler CVs to each participant. In

contemplation of increasing the reliability of the data, the website was programmed to generate

one particular ID for each IP, making it impossible for one person to generate more than one

2 Accessible link: https://discrivey.se/surveys/5ps22e/

https://discrivey.se/surveys/5ps22e/
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valid data. Since it is an uncomplicated attempt to use a VPN to manipulate the location of data

entry in online data collection and in combination with the consideration of necessary

concealment of tracking information, we do not know which European country the participants

reside. The initial analysis of the website shows that approximately half of the clicks were from

LinkedIn, which is compatible with ‘employed’ status percentage indicated by the participants.

The questionnaire (see Appendix I) consisted of 3 demographic variables (gender, age,

employment status) and scales that have developed to indicate each dimension of warmth,

competence, and employability. The dependent variables in each scale were developed mainly

based on prior research in the relevant area (Fiske et al., 2007). The questions regarding the two

dimensions of warmth and competence are made compatible to attributes relating to each

dimension such as friendliness, likeability and being warm to the dimension of warmth, and

competency, confidence and intelligence to the dimension of competence. The utilized attributes

are validated in previous research. Furthermore, each question was revised in order to adopt the

measurement of items (warmth, competence, employability) in the context of the recruitment of

different job positions.

Each participant was randomly assigned to evaluate one of the experimentally

manipulated CVs. Thus, the experimenters were blinded to the condition. The website uses

standard JavaScript Math library for randomization, which since 2016 shifted to pseudo-random

xorshift128+ algorithm implementation, to randomly choose one CV from the array of four

experimental CVs (Lemire & O’Neill, 2019). Participants evaluated the candidates’ resumes on a

7-point Likert scale (where 1 = not at all and 7 = extremely much) regarding different four

dimensions: warmth (friendly, likeable, warm; α = .92), competence (competent, confident,

intelligent; α = .75), employability for kindergarten teacher (employable, suitable, having what it

takes; α = .91) and employability for kindergarten principal (employable, suitable, having what it

takes; α = .95). Previous research has proven these dimensions are reliable in the context of

social cognition and theoretically and empirically connected to physical appearance. Hence

perceived by the participants on the first encounter with the pictures (Fiske et al., 2007).

Procedure

The website link address was posted by different accounts on European university

platforms, Facebook groups and WhatsApp groups 120 times in Sweden, Germany, Netherlands,
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France and Italy, as well as on LinkedIn profiles targeting only recruiters and HR personnel in

Sweden and Italy so as to attract students who study in Europe and people who have experience

working with selection and recruitment. They were asked to go through three resumes that are

combined with the candidates’ cover letters respectively, and the task of participants was to

assess these three candidates regarding two different job positions; namely, kindergarten teacher

and kindergarten principal. The questionnaire required approximately 10 minutes to complete.

Later, all the data obtained concerning the filler CVs were excluded, and validated answers

remained in the stage of statistical analysis.

Open Science Practices

All the data and materials are openly available on https://osf.io/v74fa

The project log is visible at the link mentioned in the Wiki of the above link. Additionally, three

files are added in the data component two of which, including the raw data and the edited data,

are in .xlsx format which is importable to SPSS, and the third file is in .sav format. We used the

third file for the analysis of the current study. Rest of the materials are available at the given link,

and the explanation for each component is provided in the Wiki section specific to that

component.

As apparent, we edited the title of the current thesis along with the wording of the third

research question in comparison to the initial attempts portrayed on the pre-registration link. This

is done in order to achieve a better level of coherence concerning the report of the current study.

We believe that the data analysis of the second and third research questions are simpler to follow

for the reader given the current version of the third research question. Ultimately, the essence of

the title and the third question remained both intact.

Results

In relation to the first research question, for assessing the dependent variables; “warmth”,

“competence”, a warmth index was created to represent participants’ mean scores of friendliness,

likability, and warmth. Also, Participants’ competence, confidence, and intelligence mean scores

are aggregated as a competence index. The normality test shows that warmth index and

https://osf.io/v74fa
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competence index approximate normal distribution. Thus, the parametric test is used in the

following analysis.

To study the first research question “How does a job applicant's ethnicity (Arabic versus

Swedish) combine with gender identity (transgender versus cisgender) affect perceptions of

warmth and competence, respectively?”, considering respectively the dependent variables

“warmth” and “competence:

Table 1

WARMTH

Ethnicity Gender identity Mean Std. Deviation N

Arab Cisgender 4.2523 1.25797 107

Transgender 4.1745 1.52708 107

Swede Cisgender 4.3141 1.59883 104

Transgender 4.1732 1.42021 102

Table 2

COMPETENCE

Ethnicity Gender identity Mean Std. Deviation N

Arab Cisgender 4.9439 1.07232 107

Transgender 4.9844 1.37466 107

Swede Cisgender 5.2724 1.12130 104

Transgender 5.0196 1.23554 102
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we first analyzed the effect of ethnicity and gender identity on the perception of

applicants’ “warmth” by using a 2(ethnicity: Arabic versus Swedish) × 2(gender identity:

cisgender versus transgender) analysis of variance (ANOVA). The outcome of Levene’s test was

non-significant, indicating that the homogeneity of variance was not violated. The main effect of

ethnicity was not statistically significant, F(1, 416) = 0.045, ρ =.832, η2 =. 000. Additionally, the

main effect of gender identity was not statistically significant, F(1, 416) = 0.592, ρ =.442, η2

=.001. The interaction effect was also non-significant, F(1, 416) = 0.049, ρ =.825, η2 =.000.

Then, we analyzed the effects of ethnicity and gender identity on the perception of job

applicants’ “competence”. The main effect of ethnicity, F(1,416) = 2.383, ρ =.123, η2 =.006 and

the main effect of gender identity, F(1, 416) = 0.812, ρ =.368, η2 =.002 were non-significant. The

interaction effect yielded an F ratio of F(1, 416) = 1.550, ρ =.214, η2 =.004 indicating that there

were no statistically significant ethnicity differences in job applicants’ warmth or competence

depending on gender identity.

To answer the second and third research questions, “Does being Arabic (versus Swedish)

and being transgender (versus cisgender) produce an additive, negative effect on job applicants

perceived employability, or do ethnicity, and gender identity interact, such that being

transgender has a less negative impact on perceived employability for Arabic applicants?” and

“Do the effect of ethnicity and gender identity on perceived employability differ for job positions

that require different levels of warmth and competence (here, the kindergarten teacher versus

kindergarten principal positions)?”, considering the variables “employability and “job position”,

each participant’s scores of ‘employability,’ ‘suitability’ and ‘having what it takes’ as an index of

“employability” for two job positions of “kindergarten teacher” and “kindergarten principal” are

combined and computed for two overall employability rates for teacher position and principal

position indexes respectively.

To study the second and third research questions, we first analyzed the effect of ethnicity

and gender identity on the perception of applicants’ “employability” of the “kindergarten teacher

position” by performing a 2(ethnicity: Arabic versus Swedish) × 2(gender identity: cisgender

versus transgender) analysis of variance (ANOVA) for statistical analysis.
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Table 3

EMPLOYABILITY FOR TEACHER POSITION

Ethnicity Gender identity Mean Std. Deviation N

Arab Cis 4.6449 1.37534 107

Trans 4.3053 1.92148 107

Swede Cis 4.7692 1.46890 104

Trans 4.4477 1.39660 102

Table 4

EMPLOYABILITY FOR PRINCIPAL POSITION

Ethnicity Gender identity Mean Std. Deviation N

Arab Cis 4.4517 1.49370 107

Trans 4.4829 1.97905 107

Swede Cis 4.6346 1.60267 104

Trans 4.4379 1.75945 102

The two-way analysis of variance yielded a significant main effect for the gender identity,

F(1,416) = 4.718, ρ =.030, η2 = 0.011, Cohen’s d= 0.213 (95% CI), such that the average

employability score for the kindergarten teacher position was significantly higher for cisgender

(Table 3) than for transgender applicants (M = 4.37, SD = 1.68). The main effect of ethnicity was
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non-significant, F(1, 416) = 0.768, ρ =.381, η2 =.002. As for the interaction effect, a non-

significant result was found with an F ratio of F(1, 416) = 0.004, ρ =.953, η2 =.000.

lastly, we analyzed the effects of ethnicity and gender identity on the perception of

applicants’ “employability” for the “kindergarten principal position”. The sample sizes, means,

and standard deviations for the 2x2 factorial design are presented in Table 4. The main effect of

ethnicity, F(1,416) = 0.169, ρ =.681, η2 =.000 and the main effect of gender identity were not

significant F(1, 416) = 0.243, ρ =.622, η2 =.001. The interaction effect was also not significant

and yielded an F ratio of F(1, 416) = 0.461, ρ =.497, η2 =.001.

Analyses suggest that ethnicity and gender identity do not produce additive or interactive

effects on perceived employability. There only seems to be a main effect of gender identity such

that transgender applicants are perceived as less employable comparing to cis-gender applicants,

indicating that there could be potential discrimination against transgender women applicants.

Specifically, we only found this statistically significant effect on the kindergarten teacher job

position but not on the kindergarten principal job position.

Discussion

In order to address the proposed research questions, we conducted an experimental mixed

design study where group characteristics were experimentally manipulated. Acquired data

consisted of the responses of 420 participants and, in view of a thorough analysis of the obtained

data, we identified the presence of discrimination against transgender women in comparison to

cisgender women in resume evaluation process with respect to the kindergarten teacher position.

Contrastingly, the effect of gender identity was found to be non-significant in relation to the

kindergarten principle position. The data analysis illustrates that the effect of ethnicity on both

positions was not significant. Further, the obtained data exhibits that the interactive effect of

gender identity and ethnicity was not significant with respect to both positions. Lastly, we found

no significant evidence of group difference in stereotypes of warmth and competence. The

findings of the current study are further thoroughly discussed.

Analysis of the first research question’s data depicts that people’s perceptions of job

applicants’ warmth have no significant differences regarding the applicant’s ethnicity or gender

identity. The research revealed that the primary drive of discrimination against immigrant
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professionals along the recruiters’ own biases encompasses the organizational size, management

style, relevant industry culture and ethnic diversity of the clients (Almeida et al., 2012). Results

of the current study indicate that the main effect of applicants’ ethnicity on their association with

warmth or competence is not significant. This finding is inconsistent with the prior research, in

which they concluded that outgroup people are perceived as competent but less warmth or vice

versa and that the stereotype associated with immigrants (relative to ethnicity) is ambivalent (Lee

& Fiske, 2006).

A potential explanation lies in the perception of fictitious applicants as ingroup people.

The demographic information of participants is essential for viewing the job applicants as

outgroup or ingroup people. Location of the participants partially determines how they evaluate

the applicants’ competence and warmth; because that is relative to how they evaluate others with

respect to being ingroup or outgroup. Consequently, the negative impression might be eliminated,

or the overall effect of the ethnicity on competence and warmth could be narrowed due to the

ingroup people’s effect (Fiske et al., 2007). Since the participants residing in Europe are from

various countries; the perception of the ‘outgroup’ lacks homogeneity, which can partially

explain the inconsistency of our findings with previous research.

Additionally, the cultural effect is worth noting. As theoretically status defines which

groups are perceived as competent, it is important to consider the participants’ origin’ norms

regarding occupational status. It is also important to acknowledge todays’ cultural narrative of

“equality”, especially among youth in universities which may indeed, impact the perception of

warmth and competence. Additionally, the Cronbach's alpha of competence scale demonstrates a

lower level (α = .75). Thus, we suggest that a higher internal consistency will result in a more

reliable test outcome. Finally, the sample size (n=420) can also come into play when analyzing

the data; bigger sample size and higher coefficient alpha may increase the significant value of the

results.

As indicated by the results, we found that the main effect of gender identity on the

perception of warmth and competence was not accordingly significant. Compatibly, there was as

well a non-significant effect of the interaction of gender identity and ethnicity on the perception

of warmth and competence. The lack of significant association of transgender applicants with the

perception of warmth and competence may be partially explained by the supplementary evidence

which indicates that granting lack of advent regarding the warmth and competence stereotypes,
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transgender individuals are principally associated with attributes such as “confused” and

“outcast” (Gazzola & Morrison, 2014). Moreover, transgender women were subjected to

paternalistic sexism relative to the sense of ‘pity’ associated with powerless position of women

(Glick & Fiske, 2001).

It was confirmed in the previous studies that Arab applicants are more exposed to

negative impressions compared to Swedish applicants to some extent (Carlsson & Rooth, 2007;

Agerström & Rooth, 2009). Yet, the accessible body of research is chiefly male-oriented.

Therefore, the incompatibility of the current study results with those of previous research should

be interpreted with caution. Granting all this, further research is required to investigate the

existing stereotypes associated with transgender women, transgender ethnic women, and other

varieties of ethnicity and gender identity intersection.

The results of the second and the third research questions indicate the presence of

significant discrimination against transgender women in the recruitment process, concerning the

overall employability of kindergarten teacher position, regardless of their ethnicity. Results

further indicate the lack of significant interactive effect of gender identity and ethnicity on both

job positions, delineating that the intersectionality effect is not additive or multiplicative. It is

worth considering that the detected significant effect has a small effect size (η2 = 0.011, d= 0.213,

95% CI) and we used default alpha level (α = 0.05). According to Benjamin et al., (2018), the

combination of low statistic power and 0.05 alpha level generates a high false positive rate, and

thus adopting a more conservative criterion (α = 0.005) would lower the false positive rate to a

reasonable level. Hence, due to the fragility of the current study’s findings, we suggest that the

strength of the current study’s finding be further evaluated by the support of other studies on the

similar subject.

However, another study argues that it is detrimental to the science progress to rely solely

on p-values to reject the null hypothesis. Instead, factors such as experimental design’s strength,

auxiliary assumptions, and impacts on the application are necessary to be considered when

evaluating the study outcomes (Trafimow et al., 2018). Due to the hot debate on the significant

testing, the significant result of the current study was interpreted with caution. The current

significant result is substantial given the lack of evidence regarding the actual discrimination

against transgender women in controlled experimental quantitative studies. On the other hand,

the detected small effect size highlights the optimistic possibility that society is becoming more
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accepting and more inclusive. Regardless of the new rise of the alt-right political parties in

Europe, yet the cultural norms are slowly reshaping. This is an important subject if replicated in

future research. Hence, we suggest a new set of research considering the presence of

discrimination against transgender women among millennials and younger worker generations.

The results demonstrate that given the same qualification, transgender women are

discriminated in the recruitment process of teacher position, regardless of their ethnicity. The

findings serve the furtherance of profoundly understanding the experiences of stigmatized

individuals, specifically transgender women. The significantly lower employability rate received

by transgender women applicants relative to cisgender women applicants regarding solely the

kindergarten teacher position and not the kindergarten principal position indicates that

transgender women receive stronger discrimination in comparison to their cisgender women

counterparts when they apply for a job position that requires higher levels of warmth, and not for

the position that requires higher levels of competence. On the other hand, utilization of the male

stereotype against transgender women may in turn compensate for the lack of perceived warmth

by amplifying the perceived competence. Thus, as apparent in the results, there is no significant

difference regarding social cognition stereotypes of warmth and competence of transgender

applicants and of that for cisgender applicants in regard to a job position that requires

competence. Consistent with prior studies, such interrelated compensation between warmth and

competence commonly exists not only in impression formation but also in impression

management (Holoien & Fiske, 2013).

The indicated lower perceived employability for transgender versus cisgender women in

conjunction with the teacher position can be partially explained by the participants trans-

prejudice, designating negative belief and emotions towards transgender individuals appearance

and identity that is incompatible with the gender binary normativity, or transphobia namely

preposterous fear, hatred or antipathy towards transgender individuals (Chrisler & McCreary,

2010). These results may be deciphered by unfamiliarity and lack of contact with transgender

women among the participants. Additionally, the effect of media is inevitable, since media

representation of as transgender women are most often played by cisgender women or ‘passing’

transgender women which in turn forms grotesque standards that are not met by our candidates

(Phillips, 2006). Perhaps transgender individuals are judged to be unfit to be in direct contact
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with children on a daily basis. For a principal position, in contrast, the interaction with children

is more indirect and infrequent.

Furthermore, concerning the second and third research questions, we found that ethnicity

did not have any significant effect on the overall employability regarding both job positions of

kindergarten teacher and kindergarten principal. This result indicates that people’s rating of an

ethnic person’s employability does not vary in line with job positions hierarchy. Previous

qualitative studies diffused the account of interviews with transgender people along with other

sexual minorities working as teachers, academics, and educators. The prevailing tenor in

approximately 120 interviews and data from 900 additional cases appears to be prevalent

homophobia, transphobia, harassment, and discrimination experienced in the workplace (Irwin,

2003). These findings indicate the sensitivity of the teacher position, which is consistent with our

finding regarding the kindergarten teacher position.

Gender stereotypes in certain occupations were found to have implications on the

discrimination in the recruitment process and teaching is associated with female stereotypes

(White & White, 2006) conveying higher assent of cisgender women and ‘passing’ transgender

women, whereby they are perceived as competent. The significantly lower employability for

transgender women regarding the kindergarten teacher position, manifested by the results, is

explicable by that ‘non-passing’ transgender women were not associated with female stereotypes

engaged with teacher position, and thus, they are perceived as less suitable and therefore,

significantly less employable.

Meantime, women are often perceived to be warm (Eckes, 2002). Additionally, people

who were found to have prejudice against transgender individuals reported that they believe the

person belongs to the gender group consistent with the gender they were assigned at birth

regardless of the extent of transition attempts (Gazzola & Morrison, 2014). Therefore, there

exists a possible dark dyadic of discrimination regarding the examined kindergarten teacher

position, as if there exist transphobic biases leading participants to perceive the transgender

candidates as ‘men’ in cases that the same participant associates the teacher position with female

stereotypes. Congruently, the findings may be related to the delusive groundless fear and

apprehension pertinent to children getting somehow affected and ‘decide’ to affiliate with that

minority through seeing and contacting the transgender individuals.
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As the manager position realized in the kindergarten principal position is associated with

male stereotypes (Schein, Mueller, Lituchy, & Jiang, 1996) it may have an interactive or

counteractive effect on participants’ answers regarding this position. Specifically, if the male

stereotype relative to the position counteracts the masculine perception of the transgender

woman candidates, their indicated employability rate will verge to the employability of cisgender

candidates regardless of their ethnicity.

Another explanation for the absence of significant discrimination regarding the

managerial position of kindergarten principal for transgender woman candidates may comport

with career development trajectory. Hierarchical progression in job positions found to interact

with discrimination against transgender individuals but the evidence is merely available for

transgender men and in a qualitative manner (Dispenza, Watson, Chung, & Brack, 2012).

Therefore, the compatibility of this interpretation should be further scrutinized. The tacit

drawback is that discrimination is mainly targeting the lower income positions encompassing

more vulnerable individuals necessitating inhibitory laws and policies. On the other hand,

holding a male stereotype against transgender women to a large extent could be blamed on the

media’s influence. Studies illustrate that media, as an attitude-shaping tool, has imposed

unnecessary discrimination to minority people because of the stereotypes and prejudice that are

prevalently iterated by powerful media (Solomon & Kurtz-Costes, 2018).

In the end, the results of the current study account the presence of discrimination against

transgender women in the recruitment process relative to cisgender women concerning

application in early education teaching positions regardless of their ethnicity. Further research is

required considering other positions as well as other occupations. Also, future research can

benefit from a more specialized sample such as only recruiters.

Limitations and Implications

We probed the concept of gender identity to which the effect of the personal sense of

one's own gender on employability is assessed for different types of job positions. Results show

that transgender woman applicants were rated significantly lower on employability comparing to

cisgender applicants in the job position of kindergarten teacher but not significantly lower

regarding the position of kindergarten principal.

In spite of the attempts we undertook to distract the participants from realizing that

current experiment targets sensitive issues, there is a risk that the findings are impacted by
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altered answers rooted in social desirability of the participants. Merely partaking in an

experiment activates the social desirability bias ensuing more propitious answers compatible to

the current social climate of diversity (Fisher, 1993). The advertisement of the current study

included encouraging potential participants to act as a recruiter for a few minutes, which may

have in turn evoked the alertness of participants resulting in more conservative answers.

Furthermore, the experiment was conducted in English, targeting various countries. The

English language is most likely not the mother tongue of most of the participants, which may

have a detrimental effect on the results since the aim was to activate the emotional responses. It

is found that the most reputable emotional reactivity is when the participants are subjected to

their mother language and the language learned at the same time of the mother language (Harris,

Gleason, & Aycicegi, 2006). Also, as Blommaert, Coenders, & van Tubergen (2014) posit, the

first phase of application assessment is mainly affected by the applicant’s characteristics and the

subsequent phase of interview invitation is mainly affected by the characteristics of the decision

makers. Perhaps designing the possibility of sending an interview invitation message to the

applicants’ fictitious phone number at the end of the test could be more effective in eliciting

participants’ covert biases.

Moreover, some limitations are worth noting. Although our results suggested that the

mean employability score for the cisgender applicants was higher than the transgender applicants

concerning the kindergarten teacher position, the difference between cisgender and transgender

applicants’ warmth and competence scores were not significant. The factors leading to non-

significant results are so complex as to defy generalization. Future research should, therefore,

include follow-up study designed to investigate whether the teacher position is perceived as

containing other features and whether transgender women are rated lower at those features as

well.

Methodologically, using repeated measure ANOVA test for the analysis has

shortcomings. One is due to the use of the average responses of individual participants across

stimuli as fixed stimuli and analyzing the averages. With participant being the only random

factor in the design, we neglect the variation between experimental stimuli. This variation may

first introduce inflating possibility of type I error and further, disrupt the replicability by

affecting the statistically significant mean differences (Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012). Future
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research can improve the methodological analysis of the current study and similar studies by

treating the stimuli as random.

Nagoshi et al., (2008) assert that individuals with higher educational status, less

association with right-wing authoritarianism, religious fundamentalism, and hostile sexism are

less likely to evince ethnic discrimination. A salient limitation of the current study is the lack of

information of the sample participants which incapacitates convenient interpretations of the

results. Future research should consider gathering enough information and/or add a follow up

study to investigate the transphobic leniencies of the participants by the existing transphobia

scales (e.g., Nagoshi et al., 2008). A comparison between the results of the two methods would

be enlightening.

Since our findings were that the discrimination in the recruitment process regarding

transgender women applying for a teacher position in early education is primarily activated by

the gender identity dimension of their multiple stigmatized identities; therefore, we believe the

foremost call for action is to pass adequate laws and policies. In contempt of the obstacles in the

implementation of protective laws and policies, countries such as Sweden and the Netherlands

are in the path of prohibiting gender-based discrimination. For instance, executing article 119 on

Equal Pay took nearly 14 years in the Netherlands (Verloo, 2005). Although gender friendly laws

and policies serve the inclusion of transgender people, there is still an earnest need for specific

laws prohibiting transgender discrimination.

To combat the reprehensible existing discrimination against transgender individuals in

the recruitment process, policies and laws targeting the underlying mechanisms eliciting the

discriminatory biases are overriding requisites. A systematic literature review on LGBTQ-related

discrimination in the workplace indicates most research found the social institutions, legal

frameworks and cultural norms as the infrastructural reasons for current prejudice distinct to

LGBTQ individuals (Ozeren, 2014). Lack of adequate support and insufficient acclimatization

programs are reported as imperative deficiencies of workplace policies regarding transgender

employees that are in their transition journey (Ozturk & Tatli, 2016). Workshops, programs,

seminars, webinars, obliging laws, and policies promoting gender identity induct and

familiarizing employees with marginalized groups such as transgender individuals are

convenient actions an organization should pursue.
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Being constantly discriminated is stressful. Stigmatized individuals (such as transgender

women) reported feelings of augmented level of stress, which were found to pertain to minority

status (Lehavot & Simoni, 2011). Furthermore, minority stress detected to precipitate physical

health disparities such as poor general health status, elevated risk for cancer and increased

diagnoses of cardiovascular disease, asthma and diabetes (Lick, Durso, & Johnson, 2013).

Hence, employers should monitor vulnerable employees’ behaviors in order to offer adequate

support while there are signs of minority stress or rather any sort of elevated stress that may

negatively affect one’s health condition.

The primary way to protect vulnerable groups is to pass laws on the covert forms of

discrimination found in research. As the unique needs of transgender employees are established,

then it is obliging for employers to purposefully direct the organizational diversity management

policies and program toward being more transgender inclusive in which there is a transparent call

for concrete actions. Gender identity diversity is facing a drastic dearth of research and strategies

in human resource management and diversity management systems. Diversity today is not

conceptualized to contain the gender identity varieties; thus, it is necessary to contrive new

conceptualization and to devise new organizational strategies. Research denotes gender identity

discriminations are most often industry-specific, entailing rigorous diversity strategies (Ozturk &

Tatli, 2016). The supplementary occasion for indispensable demand for new adequate diversity

strategies is the ‘culture of silence.’

Culture of silence insinuates the experience of ‘invisible’ minorities in inclusive

corporates. As current strategies are centered around a few minorities but not all such as people

of color, deviations such as sexual orientation and gender identity are neglected. The negligence

impedes minorities such as transgender individuals’ attempt to establish a work identity that

contains their gender identity (Priola, Lasio, De Simone, & Serri, 2014). Abolishing the culture

of silence will improve the sense of organizational commitment through abiding work identity.

well-established organizational identity is linked to higher levels of work engagement and job

satisfaction, which are both associated with employees’ productivity and other positive work

outcomes (Harter, Schmidt, Killham, & Agrawal, 2009).

In conclusion, the results of the current study, in line with previous research, highlight the

presence of discrimination against transgender women in comparison to their cisgender

counterparts in the recruitment process. Although, the current study’s method can be later used
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for future research with the aim of reaching a conclusion with higher power and better chance of

replicability. Nevertheless, the possibility of existing actual discrimination worth being noticed.

Consequently, we aim to underline the necessary steps with regards to laws and policies

concerning the elimination of gender identity discrimination in the workplace. Further research is

required for better understanding the sufficient ways of tackling the existing discrimination

against vulnerable groups in the work environments.
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